
                  SIL-07/2017  

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY 
                                                                                   

      
 
       No. ECR/VIG/System Improvement/50                                               Dated: 19.06.2017 

    Chief Commercial Manager 
    East Central Railway 
    Hajipur. 
 

          Sub:  Serious irregularities detected at STBA Counter.      

       

     During preventive check conducted by Vigilance team of ECR/HJP at OBRA STBA 

counter grave irregularities were detected. STBA counter was found being                         

manned and operated by a person named Sri Awadhesh Kumar allegedly on behalf of Sri 

Umesh Kumar Bharti/STBA agent. The ID produced was found allotted in favour of 

agent of the STBA, hence the person manning the STBA counter was found unauthorized 

during check. The case clearly indicates subletting and irregular transfer of                      

right without authority which is a complete violation 5.4 & 5.5 of provision of the Railway 

agreement with agent which is further based on Para 5 (b), (c) of commercial circular 53 

of 2015. Further it was detected that SS/OBRA and CCI/CPU permitted STBA/OBRA 

counter being run by unauthorized persons over long duration and are being taken up 

under DAR.  In view of the gross violation of agreement and subletting it has been 

recommended to terminate the STBA contract as per rule.  

           It is further seen that division in its agreement Para 2.1 has added clause of penalty              

for Rs. 1000/- only on its own (not part of coml. policy) in case of failure to fulfill any 

terms and condition of agreement which may be as severe as overcharging the 

passengers. It has also been advised to review the clause suitably so that the basic 

purpose and core of the policy directives are not defeated by addition of such clauses 

which make provisions for errant functioning of agent like overcharging the passengers 

through minor fines only. 

            Competent authority has also recommended that model draft agreement for 

such contract should be issued and circulated by HQ to all division of E C Railway to 

ensure uniformity across zonal Railway. 

      Action taken in this regard may be intimated to this office. 

 
 

(Shikha Srivastava) 
Dy. CVO/T/ECR 

For G. M (Vigilance)   
 

                      Office of 
                         The General Manager (Vig.) 

                                                  Hajipur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


